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RECO"^DATIO, ,

The matter be renttted to the Coin, littee with a direction
from the Council to consider the matter of appointsnent or
reappointment of the DPP.

A. BACKGROUND

I. The Committee met to consider the bill and has heard
evidence from Mr Peter Fitzpatrick AM, Executive Officer of
the Law Society.

Before it was able to proceed any further with its planned
programme of witnesses, the HDn J Caldwell raised a
question as to whether the Coinrrrtttee was able to consider
the method of appointment of the Director of Public
Prosecutions in view of the remark by the Attorney General
that the Government would not accept the Bill If the
Director were to' be appointed by a panel.

The lion J Caldwell asked whether to consider the method
of the Bill asof appointment was contrary to the policy
The advice offixed by giving the Bill a second reading.

it linght be sothe Clerk was sought who indicated that
considered.

Accordingly it was decided to set out the arguments aired
in Cornmittee, to pay particular attention to those areas
where the opposing views may be reconciled and to report
the matter to the House with a recommendation that It be
referred back to the Comintttee with a direction to consider
the method of appoiritinent.

The Comintttee system is an ideal way to arrive at a
working solution to the differences aired in the second
reachrig debate. To date there has not been an OPPorttiriity
to discuss these differences.

2.

3.

4.

5.

B. TEE NERD FOR I'mI^PERD^,'on

The pardon^r ^^nc^

ever likely to beIndependence of a prosecutor is only
upon to prosecutequestioned when the Director is called

elements of Government or persons whom it would not be in
the interest of Government to prosecute.

7. The Director should be fair but vigorous. The very word
'Prosecute' indicates the active role that the Director
must play. In taking tins role there is a greater chance
that the Director may offend than, say, would judges who

6.



by the nature of their role are called
middle and take a more passive part.

A prosecutor who found it not in his or her interest to be
vigorous would defeat this purpose and under"line public
confidence in the system of government and the
adjniriistration of the laws.

How indeper, dance can be affected

9. Independence may be affected in many ways:-

(a) there may be the power to direct

a person having power over the professional tutore of(b)
another may influence by indicating a preference which

rightly or wrongly by that other person as ais taken
to act in accordance with that preferencedirection

a person whose, professional career may be innuenced
by another may act in a manner that he or she thinks
will be pleasing to that other, even when that other
is not conscious that this is being done, in the
belief, lidstaken or otherwise, that this conduct will
improve his or her future job prospects.

8.

(c)

upon to stand in the

Appoint". ant and tern

1.0. It had been agreed on all sides that the DPP should be
independent. The difference arose as to how uns should
be achieved.

It is also agreed that if the DPP were appointed for a
fixed period (of say 5 years) and depended on the
Executive for reappointment the position would not be
independent. (See para 1.0 above. The evidence of Mr
Fitzpatrick emphasised this point)

1.2. The Government has suggested that the DPP have a
tentired appointment sinnlar to a judge (but to age 65).

1.3. A position considered within the Conrrnittee was that tins
would give independence but may have some undesirable
consequences. The points canvassed were:-

Judges usually remain in office until retirement and(a)
by the nature of their office their increasing
experience benefits the community. That is recognised
in their retirement age of 70.

(b) The DPP is the Chief Executive of a department and is
charged with its acornriistration and vigorous

1.1 .
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leadership. That requires people at a different and
earlier stage of their professional career.

It was thought better for It not to be seen as a
lifetime job but rather as an important step along the

illustrious career.way in an

(0)

(d) It is feared that giving a judicial salary and
emoluments would not attract senior counsel at tint
stage of career.

(e) It was believed that such a person would require a
salary package with more emphasis on salary and less
on say, superannuation, even if it were conunensurate
with that of a judge

(f) Even with that change in emphasis, the salary tiret
could be offered to a suitable applicant in the
general legal community would involve a considerable
drop in earnings for a suitable applicant.

reconcile theis how we earl1.4. The question conceitis

in paragraph 9 with those mentioned inexpressed
paragraph 1.1.

1.5. The Opposition's solution as proposed in the second reading
debate was that the DPP be appointed by an independent
panel.

the Government indicated that tills is1.6. In reply
unacceptable. It considers it a matter of principle. It
believes that if it can be trusted to appoint judges and

the DPPhigh officers it should be trusted to appointother

the case in other jurisdictions in Australia.as Is

Reappoi, ,mont

.

1.7 .

.

In Comintttee the point was reconsidered and it was
coneeded that it was the reappointment (or rather non
reappointment or fear of non reappotriti, lent) that led to
the loss of independence. The Opposition members
indicated that they were prepared to recommend through
the Cornrnittee that the appoiritiiient be made by the
Executive but that reappointment should be gixarariteed in
increments (until age 65) unless the panel decided
otherwise.
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1.8 . There was opposition within the Con"nittee to giving the
Executive the power to cosiniss for incompetence without
reference to the panel. Incompetence Is an easier basis for
disniissal than that required for a judge and It is agreed

In fact, it highUghts thethat this should be so.

arguments raised in paragraph 11 (b).

However, the power to disrniss judges is not solely with the
This was feltExecutive but rather with Parliament.

necessary to preserve the independence of the judiciary.

It was argued that the panel should be the body to
recommend on dismissal. For the use of a panel there is an
excellent precedent set by the Vasta case in Queensland
where the Parliament appointed a panel of judges to
determine whether Mr Justice Vasta had been glinty of

conduct.Improper

1.9 .

20 .

Terns of appointn. ant

21. There would appear to be no objection to these being set
by someone other than the Executive. Government service
remuneration is almost universally set by an independent

The bill already provides for uns byTribunal.

implication.

DPP'sIt was proposed that the Tribunal also set the
judgesremuneration having regard to relativities with

salaries but not so as to be bound by them especially as to
the tilt>< of salary and other benefits and having regard to
the shorter term of appoiritinent. The Tribunal would also
be responsible for increases.

independence of staff

23. Commentators proposed to individual members of the
Coinrnittee that persons who were members of the public
service, who saw their fixture in that service and who were
looking to advance themselves in the public service would
not have the necessary independence when it came to
decisions about Government. The Conmiittee would like to
explore tilts point further.

The proposed amendment as circulated by the Opposition
would not prevent the DPP from using Crown Law staff on
a secondment or contract basis in much the same way as
the DPP could IISe private practitioners' However, the DPP
would be able to have some completely independent staff or
to change over completely to in-house staff if the DPP were
so nitrided.

.

22 .

24.
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C. SUGGESTcoCO, ,FRO, ,ISE

DPP

25. The DPP be appointed by
the panel.

The terms of employment be set by the the Salaries and
Allowances Tribunal which can hear submitssions from the
DPP having reagrd to the matters mentioned in the body of
the report.

27. On the expiry of the initial term the question as to
whether the DPP be reappointed and the length of that
appointment be decided by the panel.

28. Action to disrntss for incompetence be with the Executive on
the recommendation of the panel.

DPP Staff

29. Further discussions take place with the Attorney General to
see whether in fact the suggested amendments prevent the

of Crown Law staff occurring in the manner set outusage
in his second reachrig speech.

26 .

the Executive in consultation with

LCOOl. A1TXTPG:E'
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